“Earth Seasoned has essential messages for educators, parents and
policy-makers about talent, compassion, community and the real
conditions for human flourishing.”
-Sir Kenneth Robinson, Author, Speaker & Educationalist
“There’s great beauty and poetry in the film. I think the
program is fantastic and important. There’s an intense sense of
positivity, something which is profound…the content is moving
and beautiful.”
-Matt Ross, Writer/Director of Captain Fantastic
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“Earth Seasoned…#GapYear reveals an important truth: that
focused time in nature provides us with an inner reset button
to connect with our true selves, and this reset benefits all facets
of our lives. Watching five women go through four seasons on
the mountain illustrates the interdependence we have with each
other and the natural world.”
-Beverly D’Angelo, actress & singer
“This film is a vivid example of how healing nature is and the
critical role it plays in the social and emotional learning of
children. Beautifully done, congratulations on an amazing film.”
-Leesa Carter, Executive Director of Captain Planet Foundation
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logline
Diagnosed with attention deficit disorder (ADD), dyslexia, and short-term memory
problems, Tori finds her greatest teacher in nature, spending a “gap year” living
semi-primitively with four other young women in the Oregon Cascade Mountains.

—synopsis—
W

HAT HAPPENS WHEN five young women, between the ages of 18–23, decide to spend a year living “semi-primitively” in the
Oregon Cascade Mountains applying the skills traditionally used by all indigenous people: skills like fire-by-friction, shelter
building, finding edible and medicinal plants, tracking animals and practicing “sit spot” twice a day for introspection?

We follow Tori, along with Emma, Hannah, Maddee, and Thea (a brief description of each young woman follows the Story Structure)
from their arrival on the mountain through all four seasons. On these heroines’ journeys, Tori quickly becomes our North Star. As our
guide, she navigates us through the year-long experience, both externally; as she learns to live with four other young women, and
internally, as she overcomes the stigma and ostracism she encountered in school due to ADD, dyslexia and short-term memory problems
which made her “different”. Together, these women show us the profound gifts nature offers.
By the time she was in the second grade, Tori Davis had been diagnosed with ADD, Dyslexia and short-term memory problems. Her
parents, having suffered the loss of an older daughter at four due to a rare genetic problem, only saw Tori as a joyful girl and vowed to
do everything in their power to raise a happy and educated child. They decided against medication, but recognized she needed help to
meet age-appropriate milestones, so Tori’s mom, Jeannette worked diligently with Tori, her teachers, and her doctors to give Tori
every advantage. The New Albany, Ohio school system created an IEP (Individual Education Plan) to help her succeed. And in many
ways she did.
Socially Tori was also the odd kid out. Other girls her age were interested in clothes, make-up and going to the mall. Tori was interested
in bird identification and wide-open spaces. Boys her age were interested in sports and cars. Tori was interested in trees and wild
animals. For these and other reasons Tori was ostracized by her peers. Luckily, one of her teachers, Sandy Reed, recognized that Tori
was truly at home in the woods: “Tori really struggled overall with maintaining information, but her passion for nature was insane, if we
could teach her something through nature she would maintain it.” Sandy became not only Tori’s teacher but her mentor and champion.
Sandy introduced Tori to a nature immersion camp in Oregon, open to all kids, which specialized in teaching traditional/primitive
skills. She knew that parents were welcome to come to camp with their kids for the week and Sandy encouraged Tori’s Dad, Mike, to
take Tori…which he did. It was a transformational experience for Tori who would return to the camp every summer for the next four
years. Finally, when it was time for Tori to graduate from high school, she chose to do a gap year at her beloved Oregon camp instead of
applying directly to college. The Caretaker Program was the camp’s culminating class in which a chosen few got to spend an entire year
living in the woods practicing the skills they had learned at camp along with learning many new skills. Tori wanted in! She asked her
parents if she could take a gap year and do this. Her parents, especially her mom Jeannette, took some convincing but once on-board
supported Tori whole heartedly.

—continued—

The film begins with interviews about Tori with her mom, dad, and teacher/mentor. We then observe the arrival of the five young
women on the mountain and are introduced to the instructor-mentors of the Caretaker Program, Joe Kreuzman and Amanda Smith (a
2011 graduate of the Caretaker Program), who provide narration and explain some details about what the girls are doing. The
documentary unfolds over four seasons. We begin in…
FALL. Five young women, between the ages of 18-23, travel from across the United States to live for a year on 1,600 acres of forest in
the Oregon Cascade wilderness. As the women arrive at camp, their overloaded suitcases in tow, the film begins with camp highs and
the girls’ excitement and anticipation of their new experience. Gradually, reality sets in and they must adapt quickly to a sparse, semiprimitive lifestyle while preparing for winter. They grapple with conflicts, both interpersonal and internal. They begin building a shelter
from found and forged materials in which they will spend the entire year. The evolution of the shelter becomes a metaphor for their own
personal growth through the seasons. As the shelter gets stronger, so do the girls.
WINTER. As temperatures drop and days shorten, the girls move “indoors” where they have the time to be introspective; to read, rest,
and contemplate their vulnerabilities. They face their fears and examine where they’ve been hurt in the past. Tori shares reflections about
her school friends—how they deserted her and how she was left fearful of new relationships. The young women begin to nurture their
newfound inner strengths and learn to trust and rely on each other.
SPRING. The time for talking and reflecting is over…spring is a time of action. Moving forward with confidence, even if not feeling
completely ready, the girls’ world thaws. As personal growth continues, new life brings new understanding, maturity, and strength.
They now focus on their hopes, faith, insights, and dreams. Seeds are sown and bloom.
SUMMER. A critical part of the Caretaker Program is for the girls to give back and teach others. As students populate the mountain for
weeklong camps, the girls articulate and confirm what they’ve learned, fully integrating their experience.
GOODBYE. Poignant goodbyes are bittersweet as the young women let go of their mountain experience—and each other—while
looking ahead to new adventures and strengthened by the skills they’ve learned during their year in nature.
REINTEGRATION. In a final word, Tori’s parents and schoolteacher share their joy in meeting the new Tori. The emotional and
joyful moment when she received her first report card from Hocking College in which she received all A’s (a first for her), reveals an
academic turnaround influenced by the calming and regenerative effects of her time in the woods. We also update the audience on the
other four young women.

Director’s statement
I have always been passionate about the value of time spent in nature and
believe that nature belongs to all of us regardless of gender, race or income.
I believe that kids need nature now more than ever: the solitude, the
uncomplicated beauty, and the inspiration found in the natural world are
critical to our well-being. The reminders are all around us of how
disconnected kids have become from nature and just how negatively this
affects them in mind, body and spirit.
When I found out that five young women would be living semi-primitively
in the Oregon Cascade Mountains for an entire year, I was absolutely
delighted. What an amazing adventure! When I shared this information
with others, I was astounded by how many people truly believed that five
women couldn’t possibly do this, and well, a fire was lit!
This being my first film, I saw a place where my activism, love of nature,
creativity and Virgo pickiness could coalesce. I wanted to make a film that
was hopeful and visually beautiful and that carried a message inspiring all of
us to spend just a little more time outside. I also wanted to document the
young women’s experience with as little interference as possible. I knew
immediately that to make the film I had in mind I’d need to surround
myself with gifted filmmakers and I have been unbelievably lucky in that
regard. From our cameraperson to our social media interns, everyone on
the crew has taken this project to heart. Likewise, I have been heartened by
people in the broader film community who have supported, consulted and
educated me along the way.
What started as the story of five young women became focused on one of
them in particular: Tori. She has attention deficit disorder, dyslexia and
short-term memory problems that made learning in traditional settings
difficult and led to social problems in high school, which many kids can
relate to. Yet in nature she came alive! Her confidence was boosted by
learning and retaining names and calls of birds, identifying plants and
animals, and finding herself not just on level ground with her peers but
actually forming deep friendships.
It is my great joy to bring you Earth Seasoned…#GapYear

—the cast—
TORI DAVIS
Born in Florida, Tori lived in Georgia and Texas before moving to Ohio in
2005. She is an impassioned birder who loves photography and learning
about and protecting the environment. Tori struggles with scoliosis but
works hard to not let this define who she is or what she can do. She loves
to laugh and has a delightful way of viewing the world. After the Caretaker
Program, Tori looks forward to studying Wildlife Resource Management
at Hocking College in Ohio.

EMMA TRUCCO
Emma is the first generation of Danish immigrants who settled just
outside Portland, Oregon where she grew up. She is a multi-talented
artist and an equestrian enthusiast. She strives to broaden her friends’
and family’s perspectives of what is possible as she lives her “truth”
for the next year in the Oregon wilderness. While Emma is rather an
introverted and deep thinker, when she smiles, she lights up the room.

—the cast—
THEA SMITH
Thea had great adventures growing up outside Nederland, Colorado,
where she was home-schooled by a family steeped in “back to nature”
ethics. She is a practicing Kung Fu yellow-belt yet loves fancy shoes.
Thea hopes to cultivate her Caretaker experience and newfound
friendships with the other four women to overcome her innate
shyness. Thea decided the best way to record her experience is on an
old Smith-Corona manual typewriter, so it’s not uncommon to find
her typing by candlelight.

HANNAH SCHIESTEL
Hannah, an ardent fisher-woman from Truckee, California, enjoys her
time alone in the outdoors and is looking for the balance between her
love of nature and society’s demands. During the coming year, Hannah
would like to work on not exhausting herself trying to impress or take
care of other people. Making herself a priority; she is on a path of
exploring where her next adventure will take her.

—the cast—
MADELINE ROSEBERRY
Maddee is an outgoing 18-year-old from Powell, Ohio, who has
been practicing these skills for over 5 years. She works hard but
sometimes feels the physical challenges of living on the land.
When Maddee is determined and decisive, often finding herself in
leadership positions. Maddee loves to laugh and be silly as well.

—the mentors—
JOE KREUZMAN
Joe is the Founder and Director of Coyote Trails School of Nature. He has
dedicated his career to teaching, training and mentoring thousands of students
in the arts of tracking, awareness and backcountry wilderness ethics. Joe has also
led tracking expeditions internationally in both Belize and South Africa and is an
adjunct professor with the University of Vermont. Born in Ohio, Joe was fortunate
to attend Southern Oregon University in the beautiful Rogue Valley, which led
him to extensive wilderness adventures, both through and outside of academia. Joe
draws upon his vast and diverse experiential knowledge and training to bring the
very best to each life he touches.

AMANDA SMITH
Raised just outside Nederland, Colorado, Amanda has been part of Coyote
Trails School of Nature since 2005, first as a student, then as an intern. Recently
Amanda has become the Lead Instructor at Coyote Trails. She is a graduate of the
2011–2012 Caretaker Program. As Lead Instructor for Coyote Trails, her passion
lies in supporting others in the life journey of self-discovery through tracking and
wilderness-based primitive living skills. Her hope is that all people will have the
opportunity to build a deeper connection with themselves, each other and the earth.
Amanda’s favorite pastime is tracking and learning the “stories” behind the tracks she
finds. She is also a classically trained violinist and a longtime student of Kung Fu.

—the mentors—
EIRIK MOERGEN
Eirik is the Senior Instructor at Coyote Trails School of Nature and has been with
Coyote Trails since its inception over 112 years ago. Eirik has taught the arts of
tracking, survival and nature awareness through various classes, workshops and
seminars to thousands of students across the country. Born in California and raised
in the Pacific Northwest, Eirik has always held a deep connection to the natural
world. He started training early in the martial and yogic arts, and these techniques
and experiences have deeply influenced his life from a young age. Eirik recently
graduated with a Master’s Diploma in Classical Chinese Medicine from the Jung Tao
School of Classical Chinese Medicine in North Carolina. He works to incorporate
his skills in deep nature connection with the healing practices of Chinese Medicine.

KATIE BUTTERMORE
A member of Coyote Trails School of Nature since 2009, Katie has been instructing
since 2011 and is currently its Educational Programs and Outreach Coordinator.
Katie grew up playing in the outdoors of Columbus, Ohio. Spending a great deal of
time in the Hocking Hills learning outdoor living skills, she began instructing at age
15 at Camp Wyandot of Camp Fire USA Central OH. Since then, she has
maintained a passionate relationship with nature, graduating from Denison
University (Ohio) with a B.S. in Biology, and has immersed herself in Coyote Trails,
including the 4-season Caretaker Program 2011–2012. She is also an accomplished
musician, singer and songwriter with her own SoundCloud music channel.

—the mentors—
STEVE COSSIN
Born in Central Ohio, Steve grew up in the countryside just outside of Columbus, and
spent a lot of time in the Appalachian foothills of West Virginia. It was fire that first
drew him to the outdoors. He says, “There was just something about the hypnotic
dance of the flames that as a kid I just couldn’t get enough of.” Steve worked at Camp
Wyandot in the Hocking Hills of Ohio, which was his first chance to really share with
kids his passion for the outdoors, needless to say, he was hooked. It was there he was
introduced to Coyote Trails School of Nature in 2010 when they guest instructed at
Camp Wyandot. The following year he was accepted into the Caretaker Program and
in 2012 Steve became a Coyote Trails instructor. Steve has an Associate of Arts
degree from Columbus State Community College. Steve currently is studying and
training in the art of acrobatics as well as being a certified personal trainer. Steve says,
“It is my goal to bring back the days of “I want to play outside!”

SEAN POYNTER
Sean started his outdoor career as a toddler playing in the mud and climbing his
parent’s apple trees. He has always loved living close to the earth. As a kid growing
up in Arizona, he was lucky enough to have this love nurtured through horseback
riding, skiing, gardening, and catching crawdads in the local creeks (when they had
water!). In 2005 at age 14, Sean found Coyote Trails School of Nature and came out
for his first weeklong course. And he just kept coming back, first as a student, then
instructor-in- training, and then as a full-fledged instructor, all the while attending
Prescott College studying Natural History. In 2013–2014 Sean became a graduate of
the yearlong Coyote Trails Caretaker Program. He is currently an Instructor with
Coyote Trails as well as support staff for this year’s Caretaker Program.

—the mentors—
KRISTI FREESE
Kristi grew up in a small town on the coast of Washington State. She was drawn to
the natural world at an early age, and could be found staring at animal tracks on
the beach, wondering over an unknown plant, or reading field guides just for fun.
In 2005, she attended Coyote Trails School of Nature, where she began training in
primitive skills and wildlife tracking in earnest. In 2008, she participated in the
Coyote Trails Residential Apprenticeship program, and began working for Coyote
Trails as an instructor. Kristi attended Northern Arizona University, and
graduated in 2011 with a degree in wildlife biology. Her primary academic focus
is field research, studying animals in their natural habitat. Her studies include
work with foxes, bats, skunks, sea lions, rattlesnakes, and migratory birds. One of
her long-term goals is to integrate traditional tracking methods into modern field
research, and to promote wildlife tracking as a vital knowledge base for all field
biologists.

—the crew—
MOLLY KREUZMAN, DIRECTOR/PRODUCER.

Having practiced and taught the traditional-primitive skills used in this
documentary, Molly brings knowledgeable insight and direct understanding of how important this journey and its life-changing
outcomes are, especially for young women. A graduate of Mount Holyoke College, Molly applies her creative spirit, intelligence,
and drive to turn ideas into realities. From programming the musical stages at the Columbus Arts Festival, helping to re-open and
program the historic Tower Theatre in central Oregon, and participating in the launch of BendFilm to creating a public nature
center in Southern Oregon, Molly gets results. Molly is deeply invested in the future of young women and serves on the boards of
the Oregon and Southwest Washington Girl Scouts, The Women’s Foundation of Oregon, and ZanaAfrica, among others. Earth
Seasoned…#GapYear is Molly’s directorial debut.

—the crew—
GARY LUNDGREN, EDITOR

Gary Lundgren is an accomplished screenwriter, director, and editor. He wrote and directed
the futuristic noir Black Road starring Sam Daly, and wrote, directed and edited the feature Redwood Highway starring Shirley Knight and
Tom Skerritt. Gary’s directing debut was the 2010 award-winning baseball comedy Calvin Marshall, starring Alex Frost and Steve Zahn.
An alumnus of Art Center College of Design in Pasadena, Gary has created everything from music videos and short films to television
and commercials. In 2011, Mr. Lundgren was the editor of the feature films Walk-In and Ben Shelton’s Waking which stars Skyler Caleb
and Tim Daly. In 2013, he edited the international version of Susan Saladoff’s award-winning documentary Hot Coffee for HBO. And most
recently, Mr. Lundgren edited the ivory trade documentary When Giants Fall for Director Leslie Griffith. Mr. Lundgren’s production
company Joma Films is based in Ashland, Oregon where he works with his wife and producer, Anne Lundgren.

MICHELLE ALVARADO, CINEMATOGRAPHER

A graduate of USC Cinema School, Michelle has worked with National
Geographic, Monterey Bay Aquarium, and the BBC. She has also been a media studies teacher. At the advent of online video in 2005,
she launched Wahoo Films where she and her stellar team have produced over 200 inspiring short documentary and marketing videos
including A Dam Problem, Sagebrush Sisters, and Finding the Salmon Signal for such clients as Alaska Geographic, Trout Unlimited, NBC,
BBC America, and BendFilm.

JOHN MORGAN ASKEW, COMPOSER

John Morgan Askew is a Portland, Oregon-based composer, musician, and producer
who has contributed to more than fifty albums. He has scored the feature films Calvin Marshall, Redwood Highway, Black Road, How The
Fire Fell, Nightscape, and Light of Mine, as well as the award-winning feature documentaries Terms and Conditions May Apply and When Giants
Fall. He also scored the animated television series Jake and The Neverland Pirates for Disney Junior and the Lionsgate series The Ultimate
Ride. John’s music has been featured in the HBO series SiliconValley and the film August: Osage County, as well as in two groundbreaking
commercials for Honey Graham’s national “This is Wholesome” campaign. In addition to scoring Earth Seasoned…#GapYear, John is
currently working on the feature documentary What Lies Upstream.

—the crew—
PATRICK NEARY, ANIMATION DIRECTOR

Patrick Neary is an established filmmaker with experience working in both live
action and animation. His cinematography credits include the feature films Black Road, with Sam Daly and Simon Templeman, Redwood
Highway, with Shirley Knight and Tom Skerritt and Calvin Marshall, with Steve Zahn and Diedrich Bader. As an animator, Patrick’s work
includes stop-motion as well as traditional, hand-drawn projects for clients such as Microsoft, Adobe, Amazon and Apple.

ANNE LUNDGREN, CO-PRODUCER

Anne Lundgren is an independent film producer living in Ashland, Oregon. In addition to
working on music videos and national commercials including recent ones for Hewlett-Packard and Leica Geosystems, she produces
narrative features and consults on film production, distribution, and marketing. Anne started her career developing project
management systems in the emerging telecommunications industry. She currently serves on the board of Southern Oregon Film and
Media (SoFAM) and has produced the features Calvin Marshall (2010), Redwood Highway (2014), and Black Road (2016).

DAVID RAINES, SOUND DESIGNER/RE-RECORDING MIXER

Based in Los Angeles, Mr. Raines has recently contributed to the
sound of Patriots Day (Peter Berg), The November Man (Roger Donaldson), Stonehearst Asylum (Brad Anderson) as well as By The Sea
and Unbroken (Angelina Jolie). David has two Primetime Emmy Award Nominations for Burn Notice and a third for Fargo, in addition
Mr. Raines has been honored with CAS Sound Mixing Award nominations for Calvin Marshall and Fargo and two MPSE nominations for
Stonehearst Asylum and Unbroken.

CHRIS VANDERSCHAAF, COLOR CORRECTION

Chris Vanderschaaf is a freelance visual artist specializing in high speed
video, editing, animation, and color grading. Working in the video and film industry since early 2000 he gained the majority of his
education through on set experience, mentorship, and apprenticeship. Chris has worked for companies large and small such as, MTV,
Playstation, Nike, and the Disney channel.
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